QUICK-BUILD KIT
Noble Home’s new Quick-Build house building kit is a streamlined version of our original kit
design. With fewer components and connections, building this model can be faster and less costly.
The kit and associated design costs start at $55 per square foot.
This modern design is also conducive to passive solar heating, with large fixed glass panels and
optional water storage bottles for additional heat storage capacity. The roof overhang protects the
structure from the summer sun, keeping the space cool during the hot months. The continuous
highly insulated shell consisting of Thermasteel® EPS structural panels (R35) help maintain a
comfortable and weather tight building envelope as well as low energy costs.
Structural clerestory windows,
providing even natural lighting, is
incorporated into this model which
supports the roof, so there is no need for
the timber trusses of the original Noble
Home kit. Additionally, a series of wood
interior ridge support units help divide
the space while adding storage and
providing a structural and aesthetic
richness to the space. Additional storage
and/or seating options can be fixed to
these units in more compact homes.
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This sample floor plan illustrates a
1040 square feet (20’ x 52’), 1
bedroom plan with generous living
spaces. Any size from 240 square
feet on up can be built. Every plan
is custom designed to meet your
spatial and building site
requirements. All construction
plans are engineer certified and
ready to submit to your building department.
The QUICK-BUILD kit can be easily assembled by competent owner-builders in a fraction of the
time is takes to site build a home of equal performance. All components are easily carried and
placed by one or two people, reducing the need for mechanical equipment during assembly.
The home can be designed on a concrete slab-on-grade as a finished floor for maximum thermal
mass, or on a framed floor on piers for construction cost savings.

For MORE INFORMATION, compare our kit home models or request a quote, see our website
at www.noble-home.net or contact us.
Testimonials
NOBLE HOME KIT, TENNESEE
House is great. Energy bills unbelievably low. I underestimated how effective the cool of the slab was in summer and even now in
July I haven't put an AC in. The reflective roof and big eaves are a real benefit in this climate as well.
-Joe
NOBLE HOME KIT, OHIO
Noble Home has enabled us to build a house that is not only beautiful, but greener than we would have been able to afford.
-The Brengelmans
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